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Abstract 

In order to determine geodetic position by use of passive satellite, the trailing method 

and th巴 simultaneousmethod are g巴nerallyemployed. The trailing method of Hirose does 

not necessitate timing device except at on巴 ofbase stations, while the simultaneous method 

requires precise timing device at each station. 

Investigation on reduction techniques of both methods shows that the trailing method 

has the following features in comparison with the simultaneous method: 

(1) Timing accuracy required at the base station is only 1/15 sec and henc巴 thedelay 

of propagation of time signal can generally be disregarded in reduction process. 

(2) Planetary aberration effect is not so serious. 

(3) Parallactic refraction effect can briefly be treated by introducing the refraction 

height. 

( 4) Resulting accuracy depends on the geometrical relations of the base stations to the 

satellit巴 track,accordingly weight should be assign巴dto each observation equation 

obtained from simultaneous observation at thr巴巴 stations.

Moreover, a new smoothing method for dancing images of satellite is proposed and 

compared to Hirose’s smoothing method by preliminary or・bit.

Experimental investigation on observation techniques shows that systematic error may 

exist in the measured positions of satellite trail, being caused by magnitude differences 

betw巴encomparison stars and satellite, in case their differences are large. 

In conclusion, due to its advantages in handy equipments and in economy, the trailing 

method seems to be pref巴rablefor d巴termininggeodetic positions of off-shore islands 

and secluded inland spots of poor facility of transportation. 

1. Introduction 

In order to make the satellite triangulation by observing the negative satellite 

with the ordinary simultaneous method, the camera at each station is required 

to be equipped with timing device of high precision. Assuming that a satellite 

is moving at an altitude of 1000 km, an error of 1" in arc in deriving the satell-

ite’s position produces an error of 5 meters for determining geodetic positions. 

The apparent angular speed of this satellite when passing near the zenith of 

observing stations is about 1500" per sec. In order to determine the geodetic 

positions within the error of 土5 m, accordingly, an accuracy of 0. 6 msec in 

timing is needed. To meet this requirement, sever叫 kinds of timing devices 

have been developed by many investigators. 
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Hir・ose(1962, 1963) proposed a kind of simultaneous method, called as "Trai-

ling Method，’， which does not necessitate the precise timing device at each station 

but only one of the base stations of known coordinates is required to have a 

timing device. The author and his collaborators have developed practical techn-

iques of observation and reduction for this method, and hav巴 madeseveral 

experiments in laboratory and in field. 

In the present paper, several problems on the reduction techniques and on 

the significant error sources are discussed. Finally, a summary of the relative 

advantages of the trailng method and the ordinary simultaneous method is pro-

vided. 

2. Vector expressions of the principle 

For convenience of discussions the principles of the ordinary simultan巴ous

method and of the trailing method are given in vector expressions below apart 

from practical reduction methods. 

0 
Fig. 1. Principle of trailing method. 

(1) Trailing method 

Notations and symbols: (Fig. 1) 

A : one base station having a camera with a timing device, 

B : another base station having simple camera on a equatorial mounting 

without any timing device, 

X: an unknown station having the same camera as the station B whose 

geodetic position is aimed to be determined, 

S。： thesatellite position in space at time t, 
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X' : the assumed position of the station X, 

0 : the centre of the reference earth spher叫d,

S1S2 and S3S4: sedgements of the satellite trail in space containing S0 as seen 

from B and X, respectively, 

1・A, rs, rx and l'x'= radius vectors of the stations A, B, X and X' respectively, 

l's。： radiusvector of the satellite S0. 

At three stations A, B and X observations are made simultaneously by poin-

ting the cameras respectively to the predicted directions of the satellite for a 

given time in such a way that the satellite passes the centre of the camera field 

clur g the exposure interval at each stat10n. Hence, the images of the trail 

segments S1S2, and S3S4 photographed respectively at B and X contain the posi-

tion S0 at t, if the predictions are enough accurate. 

Since the camera at A has a timing device, the direction of S0 referred to 

celestial system is derived from a series of chopped images of the satellite around 

t by interpolation. We shall denote the unit vector of this direction byα． 

Next, we must determine the planes BS1S2 and XS3S4・ Ifthe distances S0S1, 

S0S2, SoS3 and S0S4 are required to be short so that these arc segments can be 

approximated by straight lines respectively. Though we have not any informa-

tion on the position of S0 on these segements, it can be roughly obtained by an 

approximation as described below. Then, we can take the positions S1, S2, S3 

and S4 adjacent to this approximated position of S0・ Whence, the directions 
一一歩 一－；. 一一一挙 一一令
BS1, B ,; XS3, XS4 are obtained in the celestial coordinates by measuring the 

images of S1> S2, S3 and S4. It must be noted here that these directions do not 

show those which will be seen from the coordinate system fixed to the earth 

due to the diurnal motion of the celestial sphere. In practice, however, this will 

not be so serious as far as we concern to the determination of the satellite posi-

tion S0 at the time t, as stated later. 

Next, we calculate normal directions b and x of the planes BS1S2 and XS3S4 

by 
一一今 一一今

b=BS1×BS2 

----Jo 一一→
.-c =XS3×XS4・

(1) 

(2) 

Basing on these preparations, we will derive the observation equation for 

determing the position of X as in the following. 

We have for radius vector r of any point on the plane BS1S2 

b(r rs)=O, (3) 

and for any point on the straight lins AS。
l'=l'A十日仏 (4) 

whereαis a parameter. 

Since rs, is a radius vector denoting the intersection point S0 of the plane 

BS1S2 with the straight line AS0, eliminating r from (3) and (4), we get 

l's,=l'A＋α（b・l'BA)/(b・α）， (5) 

where l'sA二三l's l'A, 
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On the other hand, the equation of the plane XS3S4 is given by 

x(1・rs,)=O. (6) 

Since X lies in this plane, we obtain the obserすationequation 

エ（1・x rs,)=O. (7) 

Since (7) contains three unknown components of vector rx, three or more 

sets of simultaneous observations are necessary to solve it. We shall call the 

plane defined by (7) as“plane of position" or“position plane”hereafter. 

In practical techniques of reduction, however, it seems to be more convenient 

to employ the following method which defines the position plane by an assumed 

position X'. 

The equation of the straight line which is perpendicular to the plane XS3S4 

and passes through the assumed position X' is given by 

I' =l'x＇十xx, (8) 

where x is a parameter. 

Let ρbe the distance of X' from the plane XS3S4・ Eliminatingr from (6) 

and (8）， ρis given by the following equation, 

where 

ρ＝（x・！＇sax'),

rs,x＇ニニl's, l'x'. 

(9〕

As already stated, x is determined from the reduction of the photographic 

plate taken at station by (2), rx' is the assumed radius vector, and r8, can be 

computed by (5). Then the position plane is defined as a plane which lies at 

the distance ρfrom the assumed postion X' and have the normal direction x. 
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Fig. 2. Principle of Simultaneous method. 

(2) Simultaneous method 

Notations and symbols: (Fig. 2) 
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A : a base station having a camera equipped with a precise timing device, 

X : an unknown station having the same camera as A, 

Xノ： theassumed position of station X, 

S。： thesatellite position in space at time t, 

. 0 : the centre of the reference earth spher叫d,

r A, rx and rx': radius vectors of stations A, X and X' respectively, 

E・8,:radius vector of the satellite S0・

In this method, observations at the two stations need not to be strictly simu-

ltaneous with each other, provided that the duration of a series of exposures 

made at one of the stations contains a part of those made at another station. 

We shall denote the unit vectors of the satellite directions as seen from stations 

A and X at the same time t by a and x, and they can be derived from these 

simultaneous data with timing by interpolation. If the observations are free from 

errors, then the straight line AS0 passing through A in the directionαand the 

straight line XS0 passing through X in the direction x should meet at the point 

S。inspace. Hence, the plane which contains a group of straight lines intersec-

ting the straight line AS0 respectively with the direction vector ."I: must contain 

the unknown point X. Then, this plane is a "position plane” analogous to the 

case of trailing method. 

Hence, the two position planes obtained by two sets of simultaneous observ-

ations for respective two positions of satellite can fix the straight line AX  at the 

intersection of these planes. 

Consider now another known station B. By a similar simultaneous observation 

at B and X we can get another position plane BS01 X, where 501 denotes the 

satellite position in space at an another time t'. 

Whence the position of X is fixed as the intersection of the position plane 

BS01 X with the straight line AX. 

So far we have implicitly assumed that stations A and B belong to the same 

geodetic system. If only the length of the line AB is previously given, however, 

this assumption is not necessarily, because the coordinates of B relative to A can 

be der討 edfrom two or more sets of simultaneous observations at A and B using 

the known length of AB. 

The equation of the plane AS0X is given by 

n(r-rA)=O, (10) 

where n is a normal vector of the plane. 

From definition, n is expressed by the equation 

n・n＝α×x, (11) 

where n is sine of the angle subtended between two straight lines AS0 and XS0, 

and the following relation is held between n and the components of the vectors 

a and x, 

n2斗 (12) 
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The straight line perpendicular to the plane AS。X and passing through the 

assumed position X', is given by the following equation: 

r=rx＇十mn, (13〕

Ill being a parameter. 

Let ρbe the vertical distance of X' from the plane A S0X. Eliminating 1・ 

from (10) (13), we can getρ 

ρ＝n(rA 1・x1). (14) 

Since the right hand side of (14〕arealready known, we can calculateρfrom 

(14). Then the position plane AS。X is establish巴das the plane which lies at 

the vertical distanceρfrom the assumed position X' and have the normal dire-

ction n. 

3. Optimum conditions for observations and weights of the position plane 

In this section, we shall consider about the optimum conditions for geome-

trical relations of observing stations relative to a satellite so as to minimize 

resulting errors, and shall introduce weights to be assigned to the position 

planes. 

(1) Trailing method 

As is clearly seen from Fig. 1, in this case the resulting accuracy is a任ected

by the angle which the line AS0 makes with the plane BS1S2・

In order to see this e丘ect quantitatively, we derive the following error 

equations by differentiating (5) and (9), respectively. 

ors.ニ Ol'A十8α（b・l"BA〕／Cb・α） (b・oa)(b・l'BA)a/(b・a)2

+ ((ob・l'M)(b・α） (b・l'BA)(Ob・a〕lα／（b・a)2十（b・Ol'BA)a/(b・α〕， (15)

and 

8ρ 二（o:.::・rs,x＇）十 ."1:(01・s, orx'). (16〕

Substituting in ors, of (16) the right hand side of〔15),we obtain 

Bρ＝（."I:・Ol'Ax1）十（b・Ol'BA）（α・X〕／（b・a）十OX・l'sox1十（：.：：・8日）（b・l'BA)/(b・α〉

＋〈α・X)(Ob・l'BA〕／（b・a）一（α・X)(b・l'BA)((Ob・α〉ト（b・8α）］／（b・α〕2, (17〕

In this equation, we can regard di任erentialsoa, ob, ox, Ol'Ax', Ol'BA and 0ρ 

as the following quantities: 

8αz positioning error of satellite at A, 

ob= positioning error of trailed satellite path at B, 

ox= positioning error of trailed satellite path at X, 

01・BA,or;1x' =relative position errors between A and B, and X'' and A, clue to 

the adopted geodetic coordinates erros, including the errors caused 

by incorrectness of the reference earth spheroid, and 

8ρ＝the resulting error of the position plane. 

The sixth term of the right hand side of (17) has the square of (b・a) in the 

denominator. Then, oρincreases rapidly as (b ・α） becomes small, that is, as the 

direction joining A and B approaches to the sub-track of the satellite on the 

earth’s surface. This e任ectis significant when the distance between A and B 
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much smaller than the range of the satellite. 

From this reason, it is highly desirable to make the observations under the 

condition that the sub-track of satellite crosses perpendicularly to the straight line 

AB at its centre. However, as courses of satellites are fixed by their launching 

conditions, we must select the proper satellites having such inclinations that sati-

sfies the above condition for the locations of A and B. 

In practice, there are little chances that the above condition is completely 

satisfied. Hence, in order to derive the final position of the unknown station 

from these position planes, weights should be assigned to these position planes 

according as the degree of satisfying the condition. 

As those weights, it se臼nsto be reasonable to take the following one based 

on the error equation (17). 

Separating terms of observation errors in equation (17) for respective stations, 

we define the observation error proper to each station as follows: 

EA＝、l((b・l'sA)/(b・α））2十｛（α・X)(b・l"sA)/(b・α）2)2x..::1A,

Es＝、／｛〈α・."I:）・ lrsAI/(b・α))2十［（α・X)(b・l'sA)/(b・α）2) 2 x .dB, (18) 

Ex =I rx'sl x.JX, 

where ..::tA, ..::tB and ..::tX denote the positioning errors of satellite observed at A, B 

and X, resp巴ctively.

Assuming that the geodetic coordinates of the base stations are free from 

errors, the resulting error of the position plane can be given by the following 

equation, 

EニゾE2A十E2s十E2x. (19〕

We can take respective reciprocals of the weights to be assigned to the 

position planes. 

(2) Simultaneous method 

Analogous to the trailing method, we can derive the error equations of the 

position plane in this case from (11) and (14). 

Di旺erentiating(11) and (14), we obtain 

op =(on・l'Ax')+(n・Ol'Ax1),

on・n十n・on=oα×x十α×ox.

Here, we will regard oa, ox, on, Ol'Ax' and sρas the following quantities: 

8α＝positioning error of a satellite at A, 

ox=positioning error of a satellite at X, 

on=error der討 edfrom the relation between oαand o."I: by (11), 

(20) 

or Ax'= relative position error between X' and A, due to the adopted geodetic 

coordinates errors including the errors caused by incorrectness of the 

reference earth spheroid, 

op=the resulting error of the position plane. 

In this case, as we can easily see in Fig. 2, oρis independent of the course 
of satellite, but at first sight the error of the position plane appears to be 

affected by the distance both stations relative to the slant range of the satellite. 
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To examine this problem, we will investigate behaviour of sρfor the case 

of n→O which corresponds to A→c. 
Inserting on of the lower equation of (20) to its upper equation, and assuming 

that orAx'=0, we get 

8ρ ＝Coax x十αXOX-OJZ・n)rAx1 jn. (21) 

Then 

lim lrAx'I→ lrsx'I sine. (22〕

Inserting (12) and (22) into (21) and considering that on=cos B oB, the foll-

owing equation holds, 

Bρ ＝ ICoaxx＋α×ox n・oB)I・ lrsx'I ・cos伊，
limO向。 (23〕

whereタ isthe angle which rAx' makes with the vector expressed by the bracket 

of above equation. 

As is clearly seen from (23), the accuracy of determining the position plane 

depends mainly on the range of satellite, and it does not depend on the distance 

between the both stations against the above expectation. 

Of course, in order to determine the final positions of the unknown station 

with much more accuracy from these position planes, it is strongly desirable that 

these position planes meet at right angles each other. 

Analogous to the case of the trailing method, we can derive the weight to 

be assigned to the position planes from the error equation (21), It is the recip-

rocal of the resulting error E of the position plane and 

E＝ゾ 羽 耳JX2.，，・Ax'I/11, (24) 

where .dA and .dX denote the observation error at A and X. 

In order to increase the probability of succesful observations, we can employ 

the trailing method with the simultaneous method for one simultaneous data 

obtained at unknown station. In this case the camera needs the precise timing 

device. For the reduced position planes, the weights defined by (19) and (24) 

should be assigned, respectively 

4. Timing accuracy 

We have already seen that the trailing method needs a timing device of 

medium precision at only one base station. In this section, we shall consider 

about the accuracy of the timing device. 

See Fig. 1 again. As the figure shows the g巴ometricalrelation between 

observing stations and a satellite path in space as seen from a coordinate system 

五xedon the earth, the satellite position at the observed time (t十.dt) and that 

at the correct time t are both to be contained in the illustrated satellite path, 

where .dt means the timing error at the base station A. 

As already stated, in the trailing method the unknown station is fixed by the 

position planes which contain these satellite paths. Accordingly, if the positioning 

error of the satellite path caused by the timing error .dt, which is equivalent to 
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the diurnal motion of the celestial sphere during Jt, does not exceed the measured 

error of the photographic plate, and even if the satellite position reduced from 

the photographic plate taken at A does not correspond to the observed time (t十

tit), but to the time t, we can get the same position plane that would be derived 

from the true satellite position at (t十ilt),within the limits of the error. 

Since the diurnal motion of the celestial sphere reaches a maximum value, 

15" /sec, on the celestial equator, it is enough to take the order of 1/15 sec as 

the timing accuracy necessary to the base station A, assuming an accuracy of 1" 

in the measurement of the photographic plate. 

On the other hand, in the simultaneous method, the timing device requires 

the timing accuracy of better than 1 ms巴cat least, because the movement of 

satellite in the time intervals corresponding to the timing error give rise to the 

discrepancy between the directions of satellite as seen from each station, as is 

clearly seen from Fig. 2. 

5. Effects of planetary aberration and diurnal aberration 

Since the velocity of light is finite, the light emitted from the satellite at 

time t is received by the cameras at A, B and X (See Figs. 1 and 2) respecti-

vely ilfA (=AS。／c),ilfn (=BS。／c)and ilfx (=XS。／c)later, where c is the velocity 

of light. Thus, owing to the orbital motion of the satellite and the displacement 

of the positions of the ground stations caused by the earth rotation during this 

traveling time of light, the directions of satellite as seen from the ground stations 

at the time of observations do not show the true directions for the satellite 

position in space at the time. 

In astronomy, this e任ectis well known as aberration effect, i. e. planetary 

aberration and diurnal aberration. In the satellite triangulation, as is clearly 

seen from the principle of section 2, there 1s no necessity for knowing the sate-

Hite true position at the time of observation at the ground stations, so long as 

the directions of the satellite as seen from each station correspond to the same 

satellite position at the same time, and we have only to take account of the 

relative differences in the aberration e丘巴ctfor each station. 

In general, the corrections of the aberration effect are given for the directions 

of the satellite. For the diurnal aberration, however, we can employ the method 

to correct the coordinates of the station by the quantity corresponding to the 

earth rotation during the traveling time of light. This method is especially 

convenient for the trailing method from the following reasons. 

In the trailing method the timing accuracy is not too serious, and the effect 

of planetary aberration alone is equivalent to the e丘ectcaused by the timing error. 

So we meet not to take account of the planetary aberration, but merely the diur-

nal aberration effect for the coodinates of the station. 
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6. The effects of atmospheric refraction 

In astronomical observations, as is well known, the light from heavenly body 

has to pass through the earth’s atmosphere before reaching the observer at the 

earth’S surface and during its passage a ray of light su任ersa change in direction 

owing to refraction. The case is same in satellite observations, too. 

For this reason, the actual images of satellite and background stars on the 

photographic plate are displaced from the position it would occupy geometrically. 

As far as we aim to determine the celestial coordinates of satellite with refe-

rence to background stars, the treatment of the p1叫）lemis very simple. We can 

generally employ the method of plate constant well known in astrometry without 

any consideration of the theoretical formulae on the effect of refraction. 
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Fig. 3. Atmospherc refraction. 

However, in satellite triangulation problem, satellite is treated as an object 

being situated at a finite distance from observers. Then, amount of refraction 

to the satellite di任ersfrom that to the background stars which lie practically in 

infinite distance. 

In Fig. 3, let C be the centre of the earth, 0 the observer, and S the sate-

Hite. Owing to the atmospheric refraction, the hght from the satellite reaches to 

the ground observer along the curve denoted as "path of light”in the figure. 
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Consequently, the satellite will be seen by the observer in the direction along the 

tangent to the path of light at 0. We shall call this direction as“apparent dire-

ction' '. On the other hand the direction of satellite obtained directly from plate 

reduction shows such one that would be seen by the observer, if there were no 

atmospherical refraction and the satellite was regarded as at an infinite distance. 

In Fig. 3, this direction is denoted by ‘＇direction of star”， and its direction is 

parallel to the part of straight line of the path of light in outer atmosphere. 

Accordingly, for the satellite of a finite distance, the dir・ectionderived from such 

plate reduction, the direction of star, differs from“true direction” joining the 

satellite to the observer by the depicted angle. Taking these refraction e任ects

into account, there are two methods to solve the satellite triangulation problem. 

One of them treats the problem with the true direction of the satellite as 

seen from the observers 0 which is derived by correcting "parallactic refraction 

angle Z”to the apparent direction, and the other treats the problem with the 

direction of the satellite as seen from the intersection point 0' of the tangent 

to the path of light at S with the vertical line at 0. 

The correction 00' for the height of the observer in the latter case is the 

same as one which is defined as "refraction height，’ in spherical astronomy, assu-

ming that the heavenly body is situated outside the atmosphere目

In such case as the satellite is outside the atmosphere, -this condition is 

nearly satisfied as f出・ as it has a height of over 100 km一， wecan, therefore, 

apply the method of the refraction height directly to our satellite triangulation 

problem. The refraction heights depend on the altitude of heavenly body and 

the physical state of the atmosphere, and their numerical values have already 

been published by various authors, e. g. Chauvenet (1891) and Oterma (1960). 

The following provides one evaluated by Oterma. 

TABLE l, REFRACTION HEIGHTS 

01 I h II Zo1 I h II Zo' I h 

m m m 。。 2. 33 40° 3. 96 80° 70.8 

5 2. 35 45 4. 65 81 85. 6 

10 2.40 50 5. 62 82 105. 5 

15 ,2.50 55 7.04 83 132. 9 

20 2.64 60 9.24 84 171. 9 

25 2.84 65 12.88 85 229目 7

30 3. 11 70 19. 50 

35 3. 47 75 33.44 90 2215 

In this table, Zo' denotes the apparent zenith distance of the heavenly body, 

and h denotes the refraction height. 

On the other hand, investigations on the parallactic refraction have been 

promoted by many authors since the launching of artificial satellites, and its 

several solutions have been published up to this time (Oterma, 1960; Schmid, 1959, 
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1962; Veis, 1960 etc.). 

Of course, we can easily calculate the refraction' height from the parallactic 

refraction for such special case as the satellite is outside th色 atmosphere. In this 

case, however, it should be noted that the refraction heights are indepedent of 

the distance of satellite, although the parallactic refraction is not so. 

In the trailing method, a treatment with this refraction height is especially 

convenient, because it does not necessitate any corrections for the satellite positions 

observed as well as the case of the planetary aberration. However, in case we 

aim to determine a precise satellite orbit from numerous observation data, the 

treatment with the parallactic refraction is rather convenient, because, if it is not 

the case, we must employ the various heights corrected by the refraction height 

for the same station from observations to observations. 

7. Seeing effect 

In the satellite triangulation, in gener叫， thesatellite positions are determined 

with help of background stars. Hence, in satellite astrometry, it is to be especi-

ally noted that the duration of the exposure for star images and satellite image 

may di丘erfrom each other very much and may occur at wid巴lydi任erenttimes. 

As a result, the image motion of satellite caused by the atmospheric disturb-

ances in the neighbourhood of camera may a任ectthe mean position of the trailed 

image, while the star images are averaged about their true positions in case of 

using an equatorial mounting camera. 

Occasionally, individual point on the satellite trailed image may appeares away 

from the true position in the order of several seconds of arc (Hyneck, 1960). 

From this reason, we must be careful to smooth the measured positions of satellite. 

For serial satellite images photographed on one photographic plate, in gene-

ral, the smoothing method by polynomial approximation is adopted. However, if 

we determine the satellite position at any time from a rather small number of 

films photographed over wide field, such as Baker Nunn Camera, this method 

seems to be unsuitable. 

Recently, the author has proposed a smoothing method by a modified polyn-

omial approximation applicable to such cases. The outline is given below. 

First, we obtain the celestial coordinates of the satellite position on each 

film, and transform their coordinates to the standard coordinates g, (;, of which 

the origin is taken to the point corresponding to a central satellite image. Next, 

the standard coordinates g, t are transformed to rectangular coordinates x, y, 

where x axis of the coordinates is taken nearly parallel to the direction of mov-

ement of the satellite. 

Assuming that the relation between x and y coordinates of serial satellite 

images is given in a polynomial form, we derive the coe伍cientsof the polyno-

mial by the method of least squares, where numbers of terms of the polynomial 

should be determined by taking account of the standard deviation. In practice 
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it will be sufficient to take a 2nd-to 3rd-order polynomial. As obviously seen 

from the definition of the x, y coordinates system, variation of y coordinates to 

time is very small. Accordingly, we have only to take account of variation of x 

coordinates with time. Assuming, again, a relation in a polynomial form between 

the x coordinates and time, we derive the coefficients of the polynomial by the 

method of least squares. Finally, the smoothed satellite position at any time can 

be obtained by tracing the above twe polynomials in a reverse order. 

A feature of this smoothing process is found in the fact that satellite positions 

and their exposured times are simultaneously smoothed, though the usual method 

smoothes x and y coordinates with respect to time independently with each 

other, and the author’s present method is practical for smoothing positions of 

serial chopped images of a satellite photographed with timing device on the same 

plate, too. 

Besides, Hirose (1962) has proposed the following another smoothing method. 

First, the preliminary orbital elements of the satellite are calculated from the 

celestial positions of three satellite images selected out of serial ones. From the 

orbital elements, the positions of serial satellite images are predicted for each 

exposured time, and plot the di任erences(O~C) between the predicted positions 

and the observed positions on a graph. By smoothing these (0-C) values a 

curve can be dr‘awn, and we can read from this curve the corrections which 

should be applied to the observed positions to get the most pr叫）ablesatellite 

positions for a given time. 

The following table provides some examples of comparison between the 

above two smoothing methods. The data used for the smoothing are of consec-

utive 6～8 frames of五lmstaken by Baker Nunn Camera of Tokyo Astronomical 

Observatory for Echo 2. 

TABLE 2. Co MP ARISON OF Two S;vrooTHING METHODS 
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o Method 

｜αYamazaki s l.da(H-Y) 
o Method .do(H-Y) 

1 Echo 2 ’64, 7/22 12"4111100.' 000 14"29"'18.'601 14"29"'18.' 588 +0:013 
十20°53'1:'60 十20°53'1'.'53 十0'.'07

2 Echo 2 ’64, 7/22 5. 302 14 27 29. 189 14 27 29. 165 十0.024 
十2216 22.27 十2216 22.15 十0.02

3 Echo 2 ’64, 7/23 12 14 47.837 15 24 8. 501 15 24 8.476 十0.025
+25 26 6. 98 十2526 7. 04 -0. 06 

4 Echo 2 ’64, 7/23 45. 836 15 24 35. 318 15 24 35. 302 十0.016
十2446 18. 95 +24 46 18. 58 十0.37 

5 Echo 2 ’65, 9/29 18 27 51. 142 6 25 19.680 6 25 19. 670 +o. 010 
十2721 22. 70 十2721 22.46 +o. 24 

6 Echo 2 ’65,9/29 51. 124 6 25 19.879 6 25 19.869 +o. 010 
十2721 21. 96 十2721 41. 72 十0.24

7 Echo 2 ’65, 10/4 19 18 34. 102 1 11 42.683 1 11 42. 690 -0. 007 
ト1835 40. 31 十1835 40. 12 十0.19 

8 Echo 2 ’65, 10/4 32. 322 1 10 54. 122 1 10 54. 125 -0. 003 
+18 54 07. 89 +18 54 07. 74 +0.15 
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In this table, the third column contains the observed date, the fourth column 

contains the given times which we intend to ask the probable positions. The 

pr叫Jablepositions of satellite at these ii.mes computed by the method of Hirose 

and that of the author are contained in the fifth and sixth columns, respectively. 

The di任erencesbetween them are shown in the seventh column. 

Though the number of samples is small, the results by the two methods agree 

九~＇ ell with each other beyond expectation. 

8. Systematic errors in measurement of the satellite trail images 

Because of high angular velocity of satellites, equatorial mounting camera 

produces a trailed image for the satellite on photographic plate, while images of 

stars are kept stationary. In the measurement of positions of the trailed image, 

accordingly, we must consider a systematic error which has never appeared in 

the conventional photographic astrometry. 

For a bright satellite, such as Echo, width of the trailed image reaches from 

100 microns to 150 microns by using high speed emulsion. On the other hand, 

the dimensions of background star images are about 30～40 microns. Then, it 

seems to be possible that there is a systematic discrepancy in the relation between 

the positions of the stars regarded as the centre of dots and that of the satellite 

regrded as the centre of the trailed image. The following investigation has 

been tried by the author to find out this discrepancy. 

The camera used through this investigations was a equatorial camera of 13 

cm in aperture with focal length of 60 cm and was equipped with a new timing 

device developed by Ono (1966). 

This timing device has a slit plate which traveles with a speed faster than 

that of the satellite image across a photographic plate during the passage of 

satellite through the field of the camera. The slit plate has several narrow 

slits of 0. 2 mm in width each. The exposures for satellite are given by these 

slits during very short time. As a result, a series of dot images of satellite are 

produced on the photographic plate, while the. trailed image of the same satellite 

is recorded on the same photographic plate before and after the slits passage. 

Since the photographic situation of dot images and the star images may be rega-

rded as same, the deviations of the dot images from the traild image seem to 

mean systematic discrepancy between the satellite and the background stars. 

From this stand point, observations for Echo 2 were carried out and some 

succesful plate were obtained, while the plates on which the trailed image 

showed a large zigzag motion due to atmospheric irregularity were excluded. 

By using the second polynomial, the subdivided points on the trailed images were 

smoothed, and probable satellite trails were derived. Then the vertical distances 

from the dot images to the smoothed trail were calculated. These results are 

given in Table 3. Here, it should be remarked that during the passage of the 

slit plate to the satellite the trailed image is chopped by the slit plate －一一in
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observations of this time, the passing times were about I～2 seconds－一一， sothe 

corresponding missing part of the trail was interpolated from trailed images in 

both sides. 

In the fifth column of Table 3, a, b and c denote the dot images chopped 

by the three slits, respectively. These results clearly show a possibility of 

existence of systematic discrepancy bet¥yeen the satellite and the background 

stars, although values in the fifth column may involve some zigzag motions of 

long period caused by atmospheric irregularity and jitter in tracking. 

TABLE 3. SYSTEMATIC DEVIATION BETWEEN DOTS' AND 

TRAILED I1WAGES OF SATELLITE 

Satellite Date Obs. Time Images I Deviation 
(second of arc) 

Echo 2 1965, 10/4 191118川 α -5!'2 
b 3. 8 
c -3.1 

Echo 2 1966, 3/16 11 40 α +2. 4 
b +1. 4 
c ト2.4 

Echo 2 1966, 3/21 10 30 a 十2.8 
b 十2.1 
c 十4.8

Though these data are too poor to derive the definite conclusion on the 

cause of such systematic discrepancy at presnt, the following two causes seem 

to be plausible. One is the magnitude effect, well known to astronomers, arising 

from magnitude di任erencesbetween satellite and stars, and the other is the 

error caused by measuring the cenh"e of the ambiguous by broad image of trail. 

The author considers that the latter effect is rather e任ective than the former 

partly clue to the bad quality of objective lens used. 

Under-exposure during satellite 'passage may be a conceivable process to 

avoid these e丘ects. However, because of the substantial di任erencesof the 

shapes between the trailed image of satellite and the clot images of stars, its 

merit would not be so expected. Rather it may be better to exclude the errors 

by using a su伍cientnumber of observations, because there are some evidences 

that the above systematic discrepances are at random in their directions and 

dimensions from plate to plate. 

9. Comparison of two methods 

As we have seen in the foregoing section, th巴 trailingmethod has several 

advantages in comparison with the simultaneous method, but it also has some 

disadvantages. The following table provides the relative advantages of the both 

methods. 

Trailing Method Simultaneous Method 

1. Only one station need a timing 1. All stations needs precise timing 
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device. 

2. Necessary accuracy of timing is 

only 1/15 sec for accuracy 1" in 

celestial coordinates. 

3. In plate reductions, planetary ab-

erration e妊ectis not so serious. 

4. Resulting accuracy depends on not 

only slant range to satellite, but 

also the geometrical relations of 

the base stations to the satellite’s 

track. 

5. For positioning an unknown stat-

ion, three simultaneous observat-

ions at two known station and the 

unknown station are needed at 

least. Therefore, this method is 

not suitable to determine absolute 

positions. 

devices目

2. Timing accuracy better than 1 

msec is demanded for the apparent 

angular velocity of over 1000" /s. 

3. Planetary aberration e丘ectis se-

nous. 

4. Resulting accuracy is independent 

of the geometrical relations of 

stations to the satellite's track. 

5. Two (or one) simultaneous obse-

rvations at a known station and 

the unknown station, and one (or 

two) simultaneous observation at 

the unknown station and an ano-

ther station, of which distance to 

the above known station are given, 

are needed, at least. By assuming 

only the distance between two 

stations, it is posible to determine 

absolute positions. 

Although the trailing method needs satellites having adequate orbital inclin-

ation, it seems to be appropriate for determining geodetic positions of o任－shore

islands and secluded inland spots of poor facility of transportation because of 

simplicity and handiness of the equipments and economy of this observing system. 

(Astronomical Section) 
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